
 

CBRA Summer Gathering and Climate Change Forum 

 

IMPORTANT!  Participants, please review this checklist and ensure you’ve 

completed all the necessary steps: 

□ Have you registered? 

• Link to registration page here. 

 

□ Have you booked your hotels? 

• Hampton Inn in Membertou (June 17 in Sydney): 1-902-564-6555, or book 

online.  

• Inverary Resort in Baddeck (Nights of June 18-20): 1-800-565-5660 (or 1-

902-295-3500), ext. 1 

 

□ Have you booked your flight? 

• For those flying to Sydney (YQY), ground transportation (shuttle to and from 

the venues) is provided. 

• For those flying to Halifax (YHZ), you will need to rent a car (at your 

expense); it is an easy, 5-hour drive on the TransCanada Highway to the 

town of Baddeck, Cape Breton. 

 

□ Have you forwarded your itinerary to BLBR volunteers?   

• Please send your arrival and departure details to Fred 

(fred.white@ns.sympatico.ca) so that we can arrange shuttles. 

 

□ Have you decided which Breakout Group you wish to attend on Wednesday 

afternoon?   

• See agenda (next page) for details. 

 

□ Have you informed BLBR volunteers if you are interested in an excursion?   

• Thursday June 20th: optional Amoeba Sailing Tour on the Bras d’Or Lake 

(https://baddeck.com/2012/06/01/amoeba-sailing-tours/) 

• Friday June 21st (and beyond) Post-gathering excursion; please let us know 

what you might want to do or see in our beautiful BLBR! 

• Cost of excursions are not covered by CBRA, but we will try to arrange group 

rates where possible. 



 

CBRA Summer Gathering and Climate Change Forum 

AGENDA 

SUMMER GATHERING PARTICIPANTS (CBRA AND INDIGENOUS CIRCLE): 

Monday, June 17 (Travel day) 

• Guests arrive at the Sydney J. A. D. McCurdy Airport by 5pm 

• Shuttle to Membertou 

• Check-in at the Hampton Inn 

• Welcome ceremony and reception at 6:30 pm. 

Tuesday, June 18 

• CBRA and Indigenous Circle Summer Gathering Meetings; Details to follow. 

• Late afternoon: Following the meetings, all registered guests will be transported by bus 

to the Inverary Resort for Check-In and thence to Beinn Bhreagh Hall.  

This magnificent structure was completed in 1893 as the summer home for Alexander 

Graham Bell and his family. Located on a point of land with a splendid view of the 

Bras d’Or Lake, Bell personally supervised its building, surrounded by just-as-

thoughtfully designed landscape. Bell made Baddeck and Beinn Bhreagh his summer 

retreat for thirty years beginning in 1885. It was his base for a diverse range of 

experiments from aeronautics to agriculture, and for a rich and satisfying family life. 

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION FORUM PARTICIPANTS (Including Non-CBRA Participants): 

Wednesday, June 19: Opening of BLBRA & CEPI Forum 

• 9:00 Welcome to Unama’ki 

• 9:45 Forum Opening Smudging Ceremony and Opening Prayer 

• 10:30 Nutrition Break 

• 10:45 Address by Senator Dan Christmas CEPI 

• 11:15 Vulnerabilities and Opportunity Assessment Talk 

• 11:45 Directions to Breakout Groups 

• 12:15-1:15 Lunch 

• 1:15 Biosphere Perspectives Breakout Groups 1 - Threats & Opportunities: What can we 

learn from each other? 

• 2:15 Biosphere Perspectives Breakout Groups 2 - Tools & Planning 

• 3:15 Nutrition Break 

• 3:30 Breakout Groups Reporting 

• 4:30 end 

Evening Meal Synthesis (Drafting Group Facilitator, etc.; others at leisure) 



 

Thursday, June 20 

• 9:00 Report from Wednesday Sessions Polling 

• 10:00 Perceptions from Knowledge Holders 

• Panel Indigenous Perspective, Infrastructure (Insurance), Niagara Escarpment, Planning 

• Question and Answer 

• 11:00 Nutrition Break 

• 11:15 Examples from Biospheres (BLBRA and 2 to 3 other Biospheres) 

• 12:15-1:15 Lunch (Afternoon CBRA &CEPI) 

• 1:15 Economics, Planning, Predictions Modelling Groups 

• 2:15 Modes and Capacities of Adaptation Groups 

• 3:10 Nutrition Break 

• 3:30 Group Reporting 

• Moderators Questions Polling 

Evening Meal Synthesis (Drafting Group Facilitator etc.; others at leisure) and Optional Amoeba 

Tour (details forthcoming) 

Friday, June 21 (Public Invited) 

• 9:00 Forum Wrap Up Summary of Outcomes. 

• 10:30 Deliverables and Next Steps 

• 11:00 Indigenous Day. All of the Canadian biosphere reserves are located within the 

traditional territories of Indigenous Peoples. As part of their welcome to Unama’ki, 

Forum participants will join the celebration of National Indigenous Peoples Day in 

Wagmatcook on Friday June 21. 

Following the Indigenous Day Celebrations in Wagmatcook, Forum participants will be transported by 

shuttle to the Sydney airport.  For those who choose to stay for a post-gathering excursion, drop-off at 

the Inverary Inn can be arranged, but please remember that you are responsible for your own 

transportation thereafter (note, car rentals are available at the Sydney airport). 

Post Gathering Excursions (Friday, June 21 and beyond) 

Depending on interest, post-gathering excursions in the Baddeck area and within the Bras d’Or Lake 

Biosphere Region may be organized. Participants may also choose to organize their own adventures. Once 

participants have completed the registration form (blue bar below), more information and opportunities 

will be circulated. 

Post-gathering excursions will be at the cost of participants, but group rates will be sought if there is 

interest in common activities. 


